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“Whether or not we reduce emissions, in the absence
of ecological healing on every level, climate
derangement will continue to worsen”
- Charles Eisenstein Climate a new story p.105

Kyla Brettle – Presentation to Council – Climate Emergency Forum
[slide-name]
My name is Kyla - I’m a former academic and documentary maker - and
am now am Minister for House - where I live - in Barkers Creek with my
partner and our two children who are aged three and eight.
Upfront, I’d like to say that I am grateful for the opportunity to engage in
this discussion And that it has been great to read about the actions council has taken to
date in response to the climate emergency. The iniatives look to be positive
steps in the right direction - and I’m not going to argue against doing any
on them.
What I do want to do in my five minutes is to reveiw our focus on
achieving net zero carbon emissions.
I say this - not because carbon emissions are not important - they are
important - but because carbon emissions alone are not enough.
[Slide -quote]
In ‘Climate a new story - philosopher Charles Eisenstein writes
“Whether or not we reduce emissions, in the absence of ecological healing
on every level, climate derangement will continue to worsen” p.105
Climate change or rather climate derangement - is the result of a web of
wicked problems which includes carbon emission but equal importance the way we manage water, waste and toxicity, and contribute to soil
degradation and the loss of habitat and biodiversity - to name a few.
Our planet sickens, her temperature rises - and the biological ecosystems
that could and should be able to regulate her response to this - are severely
depleted -
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I believe our best chance at stabilising climate derangement is by working
in synergy with the planet’s natrual systems - not separating ourselves still
further by building solar powered air conditioned bunkers that feed the
few on hydroponics
So - I take Eisenstein’s lead in arguing that we need to look beyond carbon
emissions and beyond minimising our impact
- towards making our impact count in positive ways to protect, heal
and restore our ecosystems - on every level across our 15000 square
kilometers of land within the shire’s juristiction
[Slide –P1 from emissions to environment]
So, I’m proposing that we broaden the focus of our aim - as it’s stated in
the emergency declaration petition
from
- Net zero carbon emissions by 2030
To
[Slide –P2]
- a ‘thriving, biologically diverse natural ecosystems by 2030’ (working
title)

I’ll give you an example of how changing our mission statement might
affect what we do and the result we get
[Slide –sample action]
For example - an act like - getting rid of extraneous night lighting and
changing over to sensor lights - might be something we would do from
with either an emissions or an environmental goal in mind.
> With a net emissions goal - making this change would achieve the
desired outcome - we would tick the reduced emissions box and move on
to another emissions iniative..
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> With the goal of a healthy environment - however, we would recognise
that light pollution decimates insect populations - which are key to the
health of many ecosystems we’d be committed to protecting.
- So this act would knock on into other acts that reduce the harm we
cause to insects - such as the use of leaf blowers, insecticides and
pesticides.
- Noxious weeds would then be managed through improving soil
quality - which would mean getting smarter about how we use water and
build soil structures.
- Improving soil quality would necessitate thoughtful planting - for
nitrogen fixing, for sequesting carbon, for reducing soil erosion - and for
biodiversity.
- And the result would be the creation of a positive habitat for our
struggling insect populations.
An evnironemtnal frame would achieve everything an emissions goal
would give us - and more - much more. Taking this path would mean we
are serious about addressing the emergency situation we face.
I think - also that - changing our mission from a negative to a positive
frame has other benefits too.
Psychologically - the language of reducing and refusing my comforts doing my bit (as if for a war effort) - while very worthy, tends to
compound my sense of feeling guilty about being human and taking up
too much space…
But the call for similar changes in behaviour - that reframes them as acts of
compassion that have a direct and tangible impact on the world I live in
and the things I care about… makes me feel empowered…
[slide – positive steps]
It makes me feel that it’s possible to make positive steps towards a future
worth hoping for.
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Questions
How can Council reduce emissions and adapt to climate
change?
How can the community reduce emissions and adapt to
climate change?
How can Council work with the community and other groups
to address climate change?
What would declaring a climate change emergency mean to
the community?
Uncontrolled climate change is the most significant global threat that humanity has ever faced and
a potential existential threat both to civilisation as we know it and also biodiversity within the world’s
natural environment. Consequently, any local threat mitigation activity must be considered within a
global context. In my full submission I examine the subject first by briefly summarising the global
context and recent history and then addressing the questions above within that context, primarily by
reference to existing MASC published information.
Mount Alexander Climate Emergency Commitments
The following climate change action plans published by Mount Alexander Shire Council (MASC)
address the key activities required to successfully implement core Climate Emergency requirements:
The Mount Alexander Response to Climate Change endorsed by Mount Alexander Shire Council
(MASC) on 20th August 2019 addresses a practical qualitative approach to the level of commitment
required from MASC, The State Government and the Mount Alexander community. This document
needs updating where applicable with timescales that meet the proposed Climate Emergency
Declaration emission reduction performance commitment criteria.
The MASC Climate Change Action Plan 2016-2020, if Appendix 1 updated to reflect the 2018 IPCC
Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5°C and the notional decarbonisation pathway described on
page 17 is updated to meet the proposed Climate Emergency Declaration emission reduction
performance commitment criteria. Current actual performance against this target appears currently
to be well behind the predicted path to “carbon neutral by 2025”. Target dates and current status of
the existing 63 actions in the 7 key action areas need to be updated to meet the proposed Climate
Emergency Declaration emission reduction performance commitment criteria
A formal methodology for community engagement with and volunteer support of Council’s Climate
Emergency implementation process needs to be established. An appropriate independent facilitating
organisation with relevant experience and volunteer resources such as Mount Alexander
Sustainability Group (MASG) would be a prime candidate for cost-effective delivery of the volunteer
skills and resources to minimise additional demand on council resources.
Community sharing with Council ‘ownership’ of decision-making associated with climate emergency
implementation process would facilitate acceptability of some of the ‘hard’ decisions that may be
required. A simplified deliberative democracy process may be appropriate, particularly as there is
already established experience with that methodology within the Mount Alexander community.
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In 2007 Kevin Rudd declared climate change to be a challenge
that should already be 'beyond politics'. Twelve years later,
rational political debate remains unachievable and both local and
international failure to curb human greenhouse gas emissions is
an injustice most adversely affecting those who have contributed
least to it.
The consequences of this failure in duty of care by government
and business will be felt most by:

• Children and young people everywhere
• Australia’s Pacific neighbours and other vulnerable
communities throughout the world
How much time is left?
In 2007 then Prime Minister Kevin Rudd declared climate change to be a challenge that should
already be 'beyond politics'. Twelve years later, rational political debate still seems unachievable and
national and international failure to curb human greenhouse gas emissions remains grossly
inadequate, an injustice most adversely affecting those who have contributed least to it.
The primary human consequences of this failure in duty of care by government and business will be
felt most by:
- Children and young people everywhere
- Australia’s Pacific neighbours and other vulnerable communities throughout the world
Global heating affects ecosystems throughout the biosphere and a ‘business as usual’ approach of
continually increasing GHG emissions could increase global temperature up to 5°C within the
lifetime of our grandchildren.
Negative impact is likely to be much worse than commonly thought and is already adversely affecting
most of earth’s biosphere to the extent that many scientists consider the sixth mass extinction, the
first to have been triggered by human behaviour, to be already underway
The Victorian State Government’s Loddon Campaspe Climate Projections 2019 predicts:
Maximum and minimum daily temperatures will continue to increase over this century (very high
confidence).
By the 2030s, increases in daily maximum temperature of 0.8 to 1.7°C (since the 1990s) are expected.
Extreme rainfall events are expected to become more intense on average through the century (high
confidence) but remain very variable in space and time.
By the 2050s, the climate of Bendigo could be more like the current climate of Shepparton
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Figures to 2016 – graph on the petition front page , doesn’t show CO2e values, the current primary
driver for global heating which in June 2019 was nearly 415ppm – about 20% higher than the 350
ppm considered a requirement to maintain sustainable earth ecosystems compatible with human
civilisation as we know it today.
United Nations’ World Meteorological Organisation (WMO) Secretary-General Petteri Taalas has
warned that there is no sign of a slowdown, in increasing greenhouse gases concentration in the
atmosphere despite the Paris Agreement commitments.
UN Secretary-General António Guterres described emission reductions efforts of the international
community as “utterly inadequate” and called for a price on carbon, saying the world is on target to
produce 120 % more fossil fuels (280% for coal) than is consistent with a 1.5°C pathway
He has described current human behavior as a “war against nature”, warned of accelerating climate
change impacts, and called on governments to demonstrate increased ambition and commitment.
In a reference pertinent to Australia he also acknowledged that drought is progressing at alarming
rates destroying human habitats and endangering food security.
Representatives from more than 200 countries are currently meeting at COP25 in Madrid to discuss
how to tackle climate change – and once again warn each other that not enough is being done.
Heating of the climate by greenhouse gases has increased 43 % since 1990, carbon dioxide
emissions accounting for about 80 per cent.
Countries need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 45 % from 2010 levels by 2030 and limit
global temperature rise to 1.5 °C and unless global greenhouse gas emissions fall by 7.6 per cent
each year between 2020 and 2030, the world will fail to achieve the 1.5°C temperature goal of the
Paris Agreement.
Usage of the term ‘climate emergency’ has grown >10,000% since Sep 2018. It was first used in
protests against climate change before 2010 (e.g. the ‘Climate-Emergency-Rally’ in Melbourne in
June 2009). In 2017 Darebin council adopted the "Darebin Climate Emergency Plan". In 2018, the
Club of Rome presented a "Climate Emergency Plan", with 10 high-priority measures to limit global
warming. With the rise of movements like Extinction Rebellion and Fridays for Future the concern
has been adopted by various governments
The Oxford English Dictionary has chosen ‘climate emergency’ as 2019 word of the year and
defined the term as "a situation in which urgent action is required to reduce or halt climate
change and avoid potentially irreversible environmental damage resulting from it."
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Mount Alexander Climate Change Action Plan ‘D’
•Danger

Existential Risk from continuing with ‘Business as Usual’

•Delay

>40 years of inaction has increased risk reduction challenge

•Disaster

Uninhabitable Earth by 2100 if ignoring science continues

•Divestment Protect world’s environment from unsustainable investment
•Decarbonise to eliminate carbon emissions by whole economy by 2030
•Drawdown

to reduce atmosphere’s CO2 concentration below 350 ppm

•Decrease

Reduce consumerism to a sustainable level

•Degrowth

Reframe economic policy to value global well-being

•Democratise Cooperate to stop influence of destructive vested interests
Australia is one of the world’s largest emitters per capita, and the third biggest exporter of carbon
emissions.
By 2030, Australia’s Scope 3 emissions (which includes all indirect emissions) and completed coal
and gas projects are forecast to generate more than 12 per cent of all global emissions.
IPCC Chair Hoesung Lee and many others have authoritatively stated the economic benefits of
more ambitious climate action, which could enable significant innovation investment.
2020 (3 weeks away) will be a critical year - a tipping point - for climate action, and a year in which
stronger Nationally Determined Contributions will be vital in initiating the major transformations
required of economies and societies.
2020 is also the year during which Australia’s Renewable Energy Target (RET) that provides the
impetus for development of large-scale renewable energy ends!
Australia has already gained COP25’s Fossil of the day award twice. How good is that?
As well as long-term heating trend caused by rising greenhouse gas emissions from the burning of
fossil fuels, many extreme weather events are worsening, putting Australian lives at risk and
threatening livelihoods, well-being and the natural environment.
Critical biodiversity is also seriously threatened by projections for a heating climate
Queensland and New South Wales have lost more homes since August 2019 than in any previous
year, and the hottest months of the fire season are yet to arrive.
Key sectors such as farming are suffering, national summer crop production is forecast to fall by
20% in 2019/20.
The impacts Australians now experience at around a 1.1°C rise in global average temperature above
pre-industrial levels are a prelude to the rapidly growing risks if GHG emissions from the burning of
coal, oil and gas continue to rise.
The ongoing catastrophic events being experienced in Australia are not normal. If greenhouse gas
emissions continue to rise, the unusually hot weather currently experienced will become
commonplace, occurring every summer across the country. Sydney and Melbourne could
experience 50°C summer days by 2100 .
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We must
take the
lead and

Now
Should runaway global heating crash earth’s climate system, consequently destroying
civilisation, the situation is likely to be unrecoverable. This existential risk is much greater
than has been commonly acknowledged requiring a paradigm shift in risk management.
The world is in extreme crisis demanding urgent and truthful management.
Government at all levels has a duty of care to protect the biosphere on behalf of humanity
and the other species that inhabit it.
Climate Emergency Mobilisation requires
Decisive political leadership including:
Acknowledgement of the existential risk;
Heeding recommendations from global scientific consensus;
Commitment without compromise to appropriate emergency risk minimisation at Federal,
State and Local government levels.
Cooperative effort by the entire community is also required.
Some commitments may be difficult to honour, however success will ensure that within the
lifetime of our grandchildren we will be able to maintain a functioning and sustainable
society.
If we do not act appropriately, i.e. quickly and decisively, the likely outcome will be end
of civilisation as we know it.
The existing growth-based economy is already environmentally unsustainable. Decoupling
economic growth from environmental impact is impossible and recent technological
advancement has increased rather than reduced human impact on the planet. Adopting
‘Degrowth Economy’ will be required to increase social and environmental well-being.
“Top-down” policies have already failed, consequently a post-growth economy may need to
be initiated from the grass roots up by individuals and communities through local and state
governments cooperatively building a critical mass ‘Green New Deal’ economy from the
bottom up.
In summary, continuing with a ‘business as usual’ neoliberal growth-based economy will
create an existential risk that future economy will both grow itself to death and exacerbate
current inequality driven political issues, the climate crisis facing the world demands that
the ethics of sufficiency drive ecological economic thinking and practice.
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Katie Finlay
Harcourt Organic
Farming Co-op

WHO ARE WE?

USEFUL WEBSITE: https://www.climatechangeinaustralia.gov.au/en/climateprojections/climate-analogues/about-analogues/

Potential impacts of climate
change on food production in
Mount Alexander Shire
• Farming will be more challenging and riskier due to higher
temperatures, more extreme days, higher fire risk, less
frosts, lower rainfall etc.
• We may not be able to grow traditional crops and will need
to transition to new crops
• Loss of biodiversity
• Greater pressure from pests, e.g. kangaroos, birds
• Different pests, e.g. Queensland Fruit Fly
30

What is HOFC doing about it?
1. Practising regenerative farming techniques;
2. Testing a model of profitable, small-scale,
regenerative farming that can be adapted for use
by other small farms throughout Mount Alexander
Shire and beyond;
3. Advocating to influence climate policy, create a
fairer food system and increase food security
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Holistic Management
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What does a climate change
emergency mean & what do we want?
We can’t accurately predict exactly what will happen, so we ask Council to take a riskaverse approach and prepare for the worst case scenario. Specific requests include:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Expand the role of Queensland Fruit Fly officer—we commend Council for their
support on this issue, however we currently only have an Emergency Outbreak Plan
(EOP) for Harcourt, not the rest of the Shire. We ask that Council:
1. commits to maintaining the Shire as a “Fruit Fly Free Zone”
2. provides resources to create EOP’s for all towns in the Shire
3. takes responsibility for implementing the EOPs in case of an outbreak, rather
than relying on volunteers.
Make all Council decisions through a climate change lens—to prioritise climate
change mitigation, water security, local food production, and climate adaptation.
Actively seek out and implement proven measures to help the farming community
prepare for changing climate conditions—such as small-scale, regenerative
agricultural farms and practices, kangaroo fencing, bird netting etc.
Support community-led climate-change groups and innovations through policy
and financial commitments.
Advocate on behalf of our community to Victorian and Australian governments to
take urgent climate change action.
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Eliza Tree
Resident

Rob Fowler
Climate Bonds Initiative

Improving Resilience: Opportunity

Rob Fowler
Climate Bonds Initiative
rob.fowler@climatebonds.net
Castlemaine, 9 December 2019

We have a Problem

We have Solutions

Annual Global Total Greenhouse Gas Emissions (GtCO2e)

We have a
long way
to go

Reducing emissions

Low-footprint transport

Green cities

Finance rail with property

Finance
rail with
property

Water infrastructure

Adaptation

We have the Capital

Proof that investors will invest
Green bonds by issuer type

USD171bn in 2018
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USD188bn in the first
nine months of 2019
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Cumulative issuance to
date: USD705bn
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56 countries now

80

4 new markets in 2019:
Russia, Barbados,
Panama and Kenya

• 165 debuts in 2019
• 222 debuts in 2018
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822 issuers to date
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Non-financial corporate
Development bank
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Sovereign
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Source: Climate Bonds Initiative. Data as of 30 Sept 2019.

2019

The potential is enormous…
$705bn
Total Outstanding, 30 Sep 2019

$1tr labelled green
bonds annually by
2020 (Christiana Figueres)

So many instruments: from investible to retail
Debt: bonds, pfandbrief, ABS, sovereigns, receivables, loans, transition
Retail products: green mortgages, deposits, credit cards
Indeces: bonds, green companies, ESG screens; ETFs
Equities: yieldcos, sukuk, listed debt funds,
asset labelling, green halo
Investors: risk mitigation signaling > demand for green >
demand for change

We have work to do

Locally, we have the ingredients we need
•

Local governments all around the world are prioritising key investments to help them deal with their climate
and sustainability challenges

•

However, funding for climate action is very challenging for the vast majority of municipal and local
government organisations around the world
o Most of them are cash constrained, and have limited ability to leverage their own substantial balance
sheets to invest
o Local regulations, traditional funding channels, rate caps, immature accounting systems, poor revenue
collections, all create barriers

•

In Victoria, we have a great opportunity
o The cost of capital is at an all-time low, if you have the right profile
o Victorian Treasury is active in the green bond markets and is seeking more green assets / investments to
support further green bond issuance
o Insurance companies are looking for action to reduce their exposure
o Public support for climate action is strong, particularly at State/local level
We need to keep working to connect real green investments on the ground with the “almost free” wall of
money which is searching for investible green deals

Melanie Scaife
Resident

Mount Alexander Shire Climate Change Forum
Submission from Melanie Scaife, Maldon resident
Summary: Decisions we make now could well determine whether our children and grandchildren
will have a fighting chance for a bright future or will experience climatic conditions that are
unprecedented in the history of human existence. We need you, our council, to declare a climate
emergency because the decisions you make now will affect our children’s lives. By declaring a
climate emergency, you’re showing us that you’re willing to commit to tackling climate change by
taking urgent action at a scale and speed that will help to restore a safe climate.

I run a writing and editing business readable.media from my home in Maldon. To be a good editor,
you need to fully understand the meaning of the content you’re working with so that you can make
this meaning crystal clear for the reader. And for the past few years, the content I’ve been working
with has been primarily about climate change – mostly in the form of reports for environmental
agencies and government departments. The material I’ve worked with has ranged from the climate
change impacts on whale habitats in Antarctica for environmental agency WWF to reports about the
consequences of climate change for communities in the Asia-Pacific region for the Department of
Foreign Affairs and Trade. I won’t go into the horrors of what I’ve had to read, but as one of the
climate scientists I’ve worked closely with has said, I wish I didn’t know what I know.
But she does know, as do I. And the psychological weight of this is profound, particularly for me as a
mother of a three-year-old child. This is why I am here – as a Mum who loves her daughter and is
terrified for her future. And I can assure you I’m not alone. I meet with other mothers and fathers,
in the playgrounds, in the cafes, in the library, as we care for our children, and when we’re brave
enough, we’ll talk about what’s happening and our desperate fears for our children’s future. How
we’re all dutifully trying to reduce our own carbon footprint, installing solar panels if we can afford
it, clutching at our keep cups, recycling our soft plastics, growing vegetables, shifting our super to
ethical funds, signing petitions and attending climate marches. But we know in our hearts that this
isn’t enough, and despair when we see state and federal governments failing to keep us safe,
compromised as they are by vested interests, namely the fossil fuel industry. Our vested interest is
our children.
As the Climate Council has made plain, “decisions we make now could well determine whether or
not our children and grandchildren will have a fighting chance for a bright future or will experience
climatic conditions that are unprecedented in the history of human existence”.
We need you, our council, to declare a climate emergency because the decisions you make now
will affect our children’s lives. By declaring a climate emergency, you are showing us that you
recognise the catastrophic changes to the world’s climate – happening right now – are being caused
by human activity and resulting in a loss of a safe climate, which threatens all life on earth. And also,
it shows us that you’re willing to commit to tackling climate change by taking urgent action at a scale
and speed that will help to restore a safe climate.
Of course, you want the community to back you in this move, and are perhaps concerned by a
minority within the shire who don’t believe in climate change or appreciate the urgency of the
predicament we’re in. I understand this, but I also think getting 100% of the community on board is
unrealistic. We know from Sustainability Victoria’s research that 80% of people in our region agree
that urgent action on climate change is needed right now. That’s a healthy majority. For the minority

who feel differently, they stand to benefit from the council’s commitment regardless. We all need
clean air, fresh water, enough food and a safe environment. And how we go about tackling climate
change together, as a council and a community, can be done in way that does not create division. So
much work has been done around climate change communications, and how to effectively
communicate the issue – and I’d be happy to gather these resources together for you if you think
they may help. 1
What I’ve taken away from these resources is that with a few exceptions — speaking truth to leaders
in power and helping loved ones recognise the magnitude of the threat — we need to shift our way
of approaching climate communication from changing minds to giving people already on board
concrete tasks on which to take action. So, let’s get on with this – but how? Darebin Council offers
some brilliant guidance, noting it was the first government body in the world to declare a climate
emergency back in December 2016. Their recommended five-step process goes like this:
1. Declare a climate emergency.
2. Embed climate emergency action in all council strategies, plans and actions.
3. Mobilise and build the climate emergency mandate – get our community active.
4. Reach out to other councils.
5. Advocate to state and federal government.
This last point, about advocacy, is critically important in my view. We can – and should – do all we
can to reduce emissions within the shire – but we desperately need state and federal governments
to stop burning fossil fuels, embrace renewable energy and understand that our children’s and
grandchildren’s futures are at stake. This is where I see council being able to really effect change.
That is, by
•
•

showing the community how to become politically active to lobby state and federal
governments to act; and
joining collective action by local councils across the country to lobby state and federal
government, creating a sense of urgency.

Because it is urgent. Please, build on your great work so far, ramp it up, and keep going by declaring
a climate emergency at your next meeting and beginning work on your response. We stand ready to
work with you.

Some resources to start: Resilience.org, Messaging guru offers list of words to use and avoid to build support
for climate solutions, https://www.resilience.org/stories/2019-08-05/messaging-guru-offers-list-of-words-touse-and-avoid-to-build-support-for-climate-solutions/; Australian Conservation Foundation, Narrative
Handbook: How to tell compelling stories to move people to action,
https://www.acf.org.au/narrative_handbook; The Monash Climate Change Communications Research Hub,
https://www.monash.edu/mcccrh; Australian Psychological Society, Climate change communication,
https://www.psychology.org.au/About-Us/What-we-do/advocacy/Advocacy-social-issues/Environmentclimate-change-psychology/Resources-for-Psychologists-and-others-advocating/Climate-changecommunication and the Climate Change Empowerment Handbook,
https://www.psychology.org.au/getmedia/88ee1716-2604-44ce-b87a-ca0408dfaa12/Climate-changeempowerment-handbook.pdf.
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Rex Odgers
Cycle Safe Mount Alexander
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Dale Cox
Artist

Dale Cox Climate Emergency statement.
In Melbourne and larger cities we can almost imagine a world without nature, without wilderness. All you
might need its seems is at hand, insulated by air conditioned affluence and a man made and made for man
environment. The city assumes water from the tap and power from the switch… it can be easy to feel all is well
with the world, and distractions abound… There's a cognitive dissonance that’s easy to indulge in the city as
climate change can seem invisible, like something 'out there'….
However in regional towns like Castlemaine we CAN see and are more directly affected by the escalating
threat of climate change. The realities of Drought, and bushfires are harder to ignore, as is the teeming
wildlife and biodiversity that remains relatively intact. This we also notice and we are therefore more attuned
and conscious of what's at stake , what we have to lose. And so if a regional town like Castlemaine- full of
switched on and passionate people in the middle of hot, dry, fire prone Central Victoria- can't see the pressing
need to declare a climate emergency- then frankly who can?
The truth is our natural world was already under unprecedented peril BEFORE climate change joined the partyLand clearing and deliberate burning and arson, introduced species, weed invasion, poaching, hunting and
pesticides, over fishing of our oceans. These combined pressures on the natural world have all ramped up
massively in recent decades. Climate change is the last thing this planet needs and is indeed an emergency of
the utmost and unprecedented urgency. It is happening now, and is escalating faster and at the upper end of
sciences most dire projections.
Recently my Daughter proudly read to me her list of her top ten favourite animals Polar bears cheetahs,
gorillas, lemurs, sloths, pandas, quolls etc. Of her list of ten, 7 are critically endangered if not on the brink of
extinction, and how do you tell this to a ten year old girl?
Well it turns out you don’t have to- as she already knew- through her school projects and enquiries she is well
aware of the state of our natural world. Through our own kids and the generations to come- we are all heavily
invested in the future of this planet. How can I look my own children in the eye unless I am actively trying to
help to save their and their favourite animals futures?
It sickens me to think this is the planet we are leaving our children and the generations to come, and not one
of us here today can entirely absolve themselves of some responsibility for the situation we are now in. We
have no right, no mandate to wipe out the miraculous creatures, plants and ecosystems of the planet Earth.
Personally I have always found for want of a better word perhaps, a spiritual enrichment from the natural
world. I find the myriad of species of all kinds endlessly fascinating in their extraordinary manifestations of
diversity. I believe we need not look to the heavens, or to religion to find spiritual fulfilment- as the miracle of
life is all around us, and we share at the cellular level an affinity with all living things. We are they and indeed
they are us. We are not apart from nature- we are a part OF nature. And people also need to understand that
we need to respect our place within nature, because we need the planet more than it needs us.
People are feeling helpless and are fearful of our future- and rightly so. As individuals it's easy to feel
powerless. By banding together and galvanising as a community there can be a sense of collective hope, a
louder and more effective voice, to speak truth to power.
Please- We need to declare a climate emergency.

Dale Cox Logging Truck Mixed Media 2008

Dale Cox Tract 42 Acrylic on Canvas 2013

Dale Cox Tract 17 Acrylic on canvas

Dale Cox Untitled Acrylic on canvas 2019

Dale Cox Supermankind Acrylic on Board 2019

Deane Belfield
Regenerative
Australian Farmers

Regenerative Agriculture

Mt Alexander Shire Council
9 December 2019, 11am
D Belfield

UN’s IPCC Report, 2019

How can we regenerate soils

Local example or Regenerative Agriculture

Carbon areas across farm

High impact holistic grazing helps
build better pastures and soils

Cattle waiting eagerly
to move into new
pasture;

Healthy cattle required no drench
or chemicals

Dung beetles at work
burying carbon

Cover crops
build
soil carbon
fast
Pasture
species
changing
to favour
perennials, increase year round
vegetation cover

Regenerative Agriculture accounts for 30% of total global CO2
emissions drawdown potential

Recommendations for Council
1. Commit to 100% RE by 2025 and supports a Community ZNET target by 2030
2. Demonstrate leadership by declaring a Climate Change Emergency
3. Develop a roadmap in consultation with the community, prioritising emission
reduction ahead of purchasing local CO2e offsets, and allocate enabling funding
4. Create an ongoing cross-community working group involving the agriculture sector
and support a local Drawdown Hub
5. Provide significant rate relief for farmers practising Regenerative Agriculture (e.g.
Mornington Shire provides 65% rate relief)

Terry White
Mount Alexander
Sustainability Group

Hello, my name is Terry White. I Convene the Mount Alexander
Sustainability Group’s ZNET planning project. Thank you for this
opportunity to comment on how Council and community can continue
working together to develop a Zero Net Emissions plan.
Zero refers to our need to stop excess greenhouse gases going up
into the atmosphere and Net refers to our responsibility to balance
what we fail to stop going up by using vegetation to draw carbon
down. The principle involved is ‘what goes up must come down’.
In the introduction to its 2016-2020 Climate Change Action Plan,
Council explained that although its first Plan was limited to Council
operations “in the future the Council may partner with local
community groups to seek funding for the development and
implementation of a Shire wide climate change or carbon
neutrality plan.”
So Council recognized the need to partner with community groups
and find funding for a community plan back in 2016. But only after it
had first successfully demonstrated by its its own example that the
target of 100% renewable energy and zero net emissions was indeed
achievable.
Actually, Council didn’t leave it till 2020 to do something about
community emissions. Since 2017 Council has been working on a
community ZNET Plan in partnership with the Mount Alexander
Sustainability Group (MASG) and targeting the Shire’s largest
employers. The likely outcome, after many voluntary months of
patient negotiations is the signing of an agreement to build a wasteto-energy biodigester right next to the DON site. From here, waste
from Don and the surrounding area will be processed to produce
behind-the-meter renewable energy and process heat and steam. If
approved by DON, this project will make a big cut in community
emissions.
Future Council/community partnerships have great potential to
facilitate rapid emission reductions in other strategic sectors as well.
What might happen for example if a pro-active council were to partner
with community groups to help accelerate the emission reduction
efforts of the education, health and banking sectors in a similar way?

In keeping with Councils 2016 vision of working on community plans
in an innovative, creative and connected way with multiple partners,
members of the ZNET planning group include MASG, the Council,
Sustainability Victoria, the Central Victorian Greenhouse Alliance and
Hepburn Wind.
Over the last three months, this group has given a lot of thought to
the four fundamental drivers of a plan to reduce emissions from their
current levels to zero in just ten years. The first is Advocacy. We
know from the detailed emission modeling work that our chairman
Peter Brain has done that our 2030 target will definitely not be
achievable without rapid policy changes at State and Federal levels.
We’ll be needing Council and MAV help to achieve this. The second
is Adaptation. We are going to be living with a worsening climate for
some time, so adaptation will be every bit as important in our plan as
mitigation. The third is Creativity. Our community has this in
truckloads and we’ll need every bit to reach our target. And the last is
Collaboration. This can’t be a plan produced by a small group
however talented and dedicated. We are committed to developing a
planning process that changes the culture by drawing on the
resources and resourcefulness of our multi-talented community. This
will ensure that the ideas offered at this Council forum can be taken
forward.
In the New Year we hope to hit the ground running and as we get
underway it may be that more of the valuable lessons learned from
Castlemaine 500 and the Uralla and Hepburn community ZNET
planning precedents will be drawn upon.
The possibilities include: a broadening of the advisory panel to
provide better community representation and more strategic partners
and the formation of community working groups around the particular
needs of different community sectors. For example, residential,
commercial, industrial, agricultural, conservation and transport. With
a specialist group looking at transmission networks.
Drawing on the Uralla/Hepburn experience, there could be three
implementation phases over the next ten years Phase one: establish

funding and advocacy systems and support existing initiatives like the
DON project, on-site solar and energy efficiency
Phase two: Install Electric charging stations, Solar farms at Newstead
(1MW) and Ravenswood (63MW) and an internationally significant
DRAWDOWN HUB using vegetation to draw carbon dioxide out of
the air and store it in soils
Phase three: Promote the electrification of transport
Certainly the work of MASG and other like-minded organisations has
shown that this community is prepared to partner with Council and
work hard for the common good. The hundreds of residents who were
prepared to sign personal pledges to work with Council to reach a
ZNET emissions target is evidence of that. But the practical reality of
running a program of this size and importance mean that this
particular council/community partnership will require a full or part time
coordinator early in the New Year. So we hope Council will now seek
urgent funding for the development and implementation of the
Shire wide Carbon Neutrality Plan.
Thank you for your attention

Asha Bannon
Connecting Country

Connecting Country:

Restoring landscapes across the Mount Alexander region

Photos by Gen Kay, Connecting Country archive

What are we protecting
and why?
• Ecosystem services
• Health and wellbeing
• Biodiversity = resilience
• Intrinsic value

Photo by Geoff Park

Did you know?

• Climate change will affect
our landscape and its plants
and animals
• Species distributions will
(mostly but not always) tend
to shift southwards, e.g., we
may see species moving into
our region from the north

Forests of the Future
Climate Future Plots (CFPs)
• Specially designed ‘climate-ready’ revegetation
• 60-70% local provenance and 30-40% climate-adapted provenance
Benefits:
• Genetic diversity, resilience, and scope for adaptation
• Monitoring sites for future learning
• Habitat connectivity
• Sites for seed collection
• Community engagement and education
Connecting Country has the skills and networks to establish CFPs locally, but no funding
https://www.smh.com.au/national/new-life-new-hope-for-a-forest-being-killed-by-the-climate-crisis-20190715-p527ew.html

What can you do?
Mount Alexander Shire Council

Local community

Invest in projects that build
climate change adaption
knowledge

Champion climate adaption
benefits of existing restoration work

Advocate for funding to support
environmental restoration projects

Donate and volunteer to protect
our environment and help it adapt
to climate change

Thank you

Photo by Beth Mellick

Ian Jones
Sustainable Build
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One decade
•

In 2006 the C 500 houses program
reduced energy use

•

Now CO2 is also reducing per unit of
energy used, and for the same utility.

•

better and smarter control

•

we are moving to a consumeroriented grid

•

and It’s cheaper !
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Four
graphs
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Five challenges
•

A car belongs at our house. So add its energy in.

•

Two ways that new build houses use only Zero carbon energy
•

use grid electricity AND make it 100% greenPower,

•

use rooftop PV — with battery (or EV)

• Another Two things to fix:
•

CSIRO: as-built energy-use may exceed that calculated by 40% What gets delivered
must improve to meet design aspiration

•

Tradies, TAFE and Energy Efficiency council: all want
•

Hands on experience, and Cert IV courses.
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One demo opportunity
•
•

Land – Mount View Estate - Harcourt
Partners – MASG and Castlemaine Football & Netball Club
Together they
have a reach to 5,000 homes. Use of this partnership avenue offers high
penetration to early career and apprentice tradies.

•

Other Stakeholders & Sponsors
–
–
–
–
–
–

Bank Australia (construction finance)
Mick Lewin (NatHERS & Scorecard Energy Rating).
Warren Hughes Builders (Design & Build; Passive House experience)
EnviroShop (technology devices, appliances)
Blue environment Pty Ltd (exterior environments)
Castlemaine Property Group
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NCC: All three comply
• A 2019 code compliant house, at 6 energy Stars, is
computed to need 14 kWh/day to achieve comfort.
• 8 energy stars (10 star Scorecard) needs only 8 kWh/d
for the same comfort. Needs a 3kW PV system. (Building
costs vary with scope required)
• good bye power bills
• Install 8 kW PV system and EVSE, drive an EV
• good bye petrol
• hello Z-Net
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Program
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Secure Finances ($76k of donations and savings)
Bank Australia $400k loan application submitted
Formalise understandings
Complete initial Design, get permits. Start open days.
Commence and Build. Continue open days.
Market property, show performance, Open Days
Settlement after 6 months of demonstrations
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One decade
•

In 2006 the C 500 houses program
reduced energy use

•

Now CO2 is also reducing per unit of
energy used, and for the same utility.

•

better and smarter control

•

we are moving to a consumeroriented grid

•

and It’s cheaper !
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Four
graphs
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Five challenges
•

A car belongs at our house. So add its energy in.

•

Two ways that new build houses use only Zero carbon energy
•

use grid electricity AND make it 100% greenPower,

•

use rooftop PV — with battery (or EV)

• Another Two things to fix:
•

CSIRO: as-built energy-use may exceed that calculated by 40% What gets delivered
must improve to meet design aspiration

•

Tradies, TAFE and Energy Efficiency council: all want
•

Hands on experience, and Cert IV courses.
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One demo opportunity
•
•

Land – Mount View Estate - Harcourt
Partners – MASG and Castlemaine Football & Netball Club
Together they
have a reach to 5,000 homes. Use of this partnership avenue offers high
penetration to early career and apprentice tradies.

•

Other Stakeholders & Sponsors
–
–
–
–
–
–

Bank Australia (construction finance)
Mick Lewin (NatHERS & Scorecard Energy Rating).
Warren Hughes Builders (Design & Build; Passive House experience)
EnviroShop (technology devices, appliances)
Blue environment Pty Ltd (exterior environments)
Castlemaine Property Group
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NCC: All three comply
• A 2019 code compliant house, at 6 energy Stars, is
computed to need 14 kWh/day to achieve comfort.
• 8 energy stars (10 star Scorecard) needs only 8 kWh/d
for the same comfort. Needs a 3kW PV system. (Building
costs vary with scope required)
• good bye power bills
• Install 8 kW PV system and EVSE, drive an EV
• good bye petrol
• hello Z-Net
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Program
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Secure Finances ($76k of donations and savings)
Bank Australia $400k loan application submitted
Formalise understandings
Complete initial Design, get permits. Start open days.
Commence and Build. Continue open days.
Market property, show performance, Open Days
Settlement after 6 months of demonstrations
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Mel Willard
Gung Hoe Growers, Harcourt

